### Theatre Arts I
- Technology based storytelling, Technical Theatre positions as careers, Introduction to Improv games
- Dada's effects on the performing arts, Slam poetry, Spoken word performances, original writing and performance
- Read, analyze and perform Dadaist material, Attend alternate artistic productions
- Complete a theatrical production, Act in Improv scenes
- What are the basic components of technical theatre? What types of jobs are available in technical theatre?

### Theatre Arts II
- Technology based storytelling, Technical Theatre positions as careers, Introduction to Improv games
- Dada's effects on the performing arts, Slam poetry, Spoken word performances, original writing and performance
- Read, analyze and perform Dadaist material, Attend alternate artistic productions
- Produce a ten minute play, make a set model, design and use cues
- Attend design showings, invite designers to visit classes, visit tech rehearsals at college or professional level
- What are the lasting effects of the Dadaist movement? How has the Blue Man group affected Performance art?

### Theatre Arts III
- Technology based storytelling, Technical Theatre positions as careers, Introduction to Improv games
- Dada's effects on the performing arts, Slam poetry, Spoken word performances, original writing and performance
- Read, analyze and perform Dadaist material, Attend alternate artistic productions
- Produce a ten minute play, make a set model, design and use cues
- Attend design showings, invite designers to visit classes, visit tech rehearsals at college or professional level
- What are royalties? What sounds and lighting effects should be used? What props or special effects should be used?
- What should you expect in an interview/audition? What should be included in a demo reel? How is film and stage different?

### Theatre Arts IV
- Technology based storytelling, Technical Theatre positions as careers, Introduction to Improv games
- Dada's effects on the performing arts, Slam poetry, Spoken word performances, original writing and performance
- Read, analyze and perform Dadaist material, Attend alternate artistic productions
- Produce a ten minute play, make a set model, design and use cues
- Attend design showings, invite designers to visit classes, visit tech rehearsals at college or professional level
- What are royalties? What sounds and lighting effects should be used? What props or special effects should be used?
- What should you expect in an interview/audition? What should be included in a demo reel? How is film and stage different?

### Questions Parents Can Ask
- What are the basic components of technical theatre? What types of jobs are available in technical theatre?
- What are the lasting effects of the Dadaist movement? How has the Blue Man group affected Performance art?
- What are royalties? What sounds and lighting effects should be used? What props or special effects should be used?
- What should you expect in an interview/audition? What should be included in a demo reel? How is film and stage different?
<table>
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<td>Special Notes</td>
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